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Abstract: The T6 hollow cathode (HC) used for electric propulsion applications has
been modified to allow probe access to the internal plasma. This has enabled the first
measurements to be made of the HC internal plasma using a non invasive method. Optical
emission spectra recorded in the furthest downstream probe position 1.3mm from the tip
are dominated by neutral line transitions in the near infra red region of the spectrum.
The electron temperature determined using the intensity ratio of discrete spectral lines
increases with the atomic mass of the propellant gas. The insert temperature determined
from the emission of continuum radiation shows a strong dependence on discharge current.

I. Introduction

H
ollow cathodes may be used in space applications as plasma contactors, neutralisers or in the case of
the T6 model the main electron source for electron bombardment ion thrusters. Electron bombardment

ion thrusters have performed well in near Earth missions exceeding their technology validation success
criteria.1 The feasibility of the use of this technology in missions to the outer planets must be demonstrated
as stringent requirements are imposed on the lifetime of components. Barium depletion is the main life
limiting mechanism for HCs and is dependent on its operating temperature. Therefore it is necessary to
obtain accurate values of the insert temperature and develop methods of predicting HC lifetime. Xenon is
the propellant of choice for electric propulsion applications, however it is advantageous in terms of cost and
achieving high specific impulse to investigate the use of alternative propellants.

The HC is a critical component of electron bombardment ion thrusters dictating the performance and
lifetime of the thruster as a whole. Despite the importance of the HC few experimental investigations have
been performed on the plasma discharge within it. The small scale of the plasma makes gaining physical
access to the region under investigation problematic and the high temperature environment requires specialist
diagnostic equipment. These difficulties were overcome in previous investigations by recording space averaged
spectra from an external vantage point.2, 3 This approach cannot evaluate electron production and plasma
parameters as a function of axial or radial position. In order to fully investigate the fundamental physics of
HC operation it is necessary to make spatially resolved measurements of the plasma. In this investigation
a T6 HC was designed to allow probe access and novel optical probes were developed in order to record
localised measurements of HC plasma parameters and the insert temperature. The results obtained highlight
the differences in performance and plasma characteristics when the HC is operated using various inert gas
propellants and may be used for code validation purposes.
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II. Experimental Apparatus

A high vacuum test facility capable of achieving a background pressure of P ∼ 10−7mbar was used to
perform all experiments on the modified HC. It is necessary to operate the HC at low background pressure
in order to prevent contamination of the insert with residual oxygen. It is also desirable to run the HC
in a low pressure environment to minimise the influence of background pressure on HC operation and
its characteristics. The HC was operated in diode configuration for all experiments with a HC / keeper
separation of 3mm and keeper / anode separation of 60mm.

Figure 1. The T6 HC modified
for probe access.

The modified HC has dimensions: 36.9mm length from tip to flange,
18.9mm outer diameter and 1.98mm inner diameter. The redundant
heater coil in the standard T6 model has been removed to allow space
for probe access holes, there are seven probe access holes with a diam-
eter of 0.6mm on opposite sides of the HC offset by 1.4mm to provide
maximum coverage of the plasma, see Fig. 1.

An appropriate technique for investigating the HC internal plasma
is optical emission spectroscopy as this method is noninvasive and does
not cause plasma perturbations. The optical probes used in this inves-
tigation were designed to function in a high temperature environment
and withstand bombardment by high energy ions. Sapphire optical fibres
(UV grade) of chemical composition Al2O3 with a temperature rating of
≈ 2000oC were used. The fibre has a diameter of 0.15mm and is sur-
rounded by a tantalum tube of outer diameter 0.5mm and inner diameter
0.2mm as shown in Fig. 2. These probes have a field of view of 30◦ half angle. An optical probe was placed
in the furthest downstream probe access hole 1.3mm from the tip.

Figure 2. Optical probe schematic.

III. Theory

A. Plasma Models

Plasma models are used to relate the observed quantities such as radiation intensity and wavelength to
electron density and temperature. Any given species (n) with charge z in the atomic states p, q or ground
state g may undergo the collisional and radiative processes outlined below.4

n(z, p) + e ⇀↽ n(z, q) + e (1)

n(z, p) + e ⇀↽ n(z + 1, g) + e + e (2)
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n(z, p) → n(z, q) + hν (3)

n(z + 1, g) + e → n(z, p) + hν (4)

Laboratory plasmas may be described using three models: The Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE)
model, the Corona (CO) model and the Collisional Radiative (CR) model. In the following discussion the
plasma is assumed to be optically thin with free electrons having a Maxwellian velocity distribution.

1. The LTE Model

The LTE model assumes that the distribution of the electron population density is determined by collisional
processes only (see Eqs. 1 and 2). These collisional processes occur at such a rate that the system responds
instantaneously to any changes in the plasma brought about by the collisions. The population densities are
described by the Boltzmann relation for the distribution of population densities due to excitation (see Eq.
5) and the Saha equation for ionisation (see Eq. 6).

n(z, p)

n(z, q)
=

g(z, p)

g(z, q)
exp

(
χpq

kTe

)

(5)

Where n(z, p) and n(z, q) are the population densities of energy levels p and q respectively, g is the statistical
weight and χpq is the difference between the energy levels. Te is the electron temperature in K.

nen(z + 1, g)

n(z, g)
=

2g(z + 1, q)

g(z, q)

(
2πmekTe

h2

) 3

2

exp

(
χ(z, g)− χ(z, q) − χ(z + 1, q)

kTe

)

(6)

The population density of singly ionised atoms in the ground state is n(z + 1, g), g(z + 1, g) is the statistical
weight of the ground state ion, χ(z, g) is the ionisation potential and h is Planks constant. The LTE model
is applicable to high density plasmas. For this model to be valid the electron density (ne in cm−3) must
satisfy the criterion below as stated by McWhirter.4

ne ≥ 1.6 × 1012T
1

2

e χ(p, q)3 (7)

An LTE plasma that is homogeneous and optically thin has a discrete spectral line intensity I(p, q) with
transition probability A(p, q) at frequency ν given by Eq. 8.

I(p, q) =
1

4π

∫

n(p)A(p, q)hν(p, q)ds (8)

The line intensity is expressed in units of Wcm−2sr−1 however, absolute intensity calibrations have not been
performed. The ratio of discrete line intensities were used to determine plasma parameters. Using Eq. 5
allows the electron temperature to be determined with the use of spectral line intensities.

I(p, q)1
I(p, q)2

=
λpq2A(p, q)1
λpq1A(p, q)2

g(q)1
g(q)2

exp

(
χq12

kTe

)

(9)

Rearranging Eq. 9 into an expression that has the form of a straight line (y = mx + c), allows Te to be
determined from its gradient.

ln

(
I(p, q)1λpq1A(p, q)2g(q)2
I(p, q)2λpq2A(p, q)1g(q)1

)

=
χq12

kTe
+ ln C (10)

This technique is known as the Boltzmann plot method and is applicable to same species transitions.5

2. The Corona Model

The corona model describes low density plasmas, where collisional ionisation and excitation is balanced with
radiative recombination and radiative decay. The model begins to break down as the electron density rises
to a point where collisions interfere with the radiative decay mechanisms. Eq. 11 states the criterion for the
applicability of the corona model.

ne < 5.6 × 108(z + 1)6T
1

2

e exp

(
1.162× 103(z + 1)2

Te

)

(11)
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3. The Collisional Radiative Model

The collisional radiative (CR) model provides an intermediate theory that considers stepwise collisional
processes. The complete treatment for an energy level p, in the CR regime is described by Eq. 12.

dn(z, p)

dt
= −n(z, p){neS(Te, z, p) + ne

∑

q 6=p

X(Te, z, p, q) +
∑

q<p

A(z, p, q)}ne

∑

q 6=p

n(z, q)X(Te, z, q, p)

+
∑

q>p

A(z, q, p) + nen(z + 1, g){neβ(Te, z + 1, p) + α(Te, z + 1, p)}
(12)

Where S(Te, z, p), α(Te, z +1, p) and β(Te, z +1, p) are the coefficients of ionisation, radiative recombination
and three body recombination respectively.4 X(Te, z, p, q) is the excitation coefficient and A(z, p, q) are the
atomic transition probabilities.

An analytical form of the CR model is produced if intra–atomic processes are ignored. This method
is known as the "ladder approximation". Processes that occur between intermediate energy levels may be
disregarded because the relaxation times of the ground state populations are orders of magnitude higher than
that of the excited states. As a consequence the life time of the exited states is short compared with the
observation time. The energy difference between levels decreases with increasing principal quantum number
and the probability of collisional processes occurring increases. There comes a point when the population
of the energy level depends on collisional processes only therefore radiative processes may be neglected.
The only processes that require consideration are collisional ionisation from the ground state, three body
recombination into the ground state (Eq. 2) and radiative recombination into the ground state (Eq. 4).
Under these conditions a modified Saha equation may be used to determine the population densities for
energy levels above the limit where radiative processes may be neglected. The spectral line intensity ratio
for atoms of the same element but of different ionisation stages is shown in Eq. 13. Where (z+1, g) represents
the singly ionised species in the ground state and (z, p) an atom of charge z in state p.

I(z, p)

I(z + 1, g)
=

λ(z + 1, g)A(z, p)

λ(z, p)A(z + 1, g)

n(z, p)

n(z + 1, g)
(13)

The modified Saha equation may be used in conjunction with Eq. 13 to produce the CR Boltzmann plot
method.

ln

(
A(z, q)g(z, q)

I(z, q)λ(z, q)

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

y

=
χ(q)

kTe
︸ ︷︷ ︸

mx

−
{

χ(z, g)

kTe
+ ln

[

I(z + 1, g)λ(z + 1, g)ne

2A(z + 1, g)g(z + 1, g)

(
2πmekTe

h2

)− 3

2

]}

︸ ︷︷ ︸

c

(14)

The CR model reduces to the LTE case at high densities.

B. Continuum Radiation

The intensity ratio of bremsstrahlung radiation may be used to determine the electron temperature. For the
case that the electron trajectory is initially a straight line and utilising Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics the
emission coefficient εν for a species of charge z is shown by Eq. 15.6

εν =
32π

3

(
2π

3

) 1

2 z2e6

m2
ec

3

(
me

kTe

) 1

2

neniḡ exp

(−hν

kTe

)

(15)

Where ḡ is the mean gaunt factor, me is the electron mass and ν is the photon frequency. The intensity of
observed bremsstrahlung radiation is directly proportional to the emission coefficient and may be identified
as the linear section of the log plot of intensity against wavelength. Taking the intensity ratio at two different
wavelengths results in Eq. 16.

ln

(
I1

I2

)

=
−hc

kTe

(
1

λ1
− 1

λ2

)

(16)

This equation has the form of a linear graph with gradient −hc
kTe

from which the electron temperature is
determined.
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C. Thermal Emissions

Planks distribution law states that a body at temperature T in degrees Kelvin emits radiation with a spectral
distribution or intensity Bλ(T ) given by Eq. 17.

Bλ(T ) = ε(λ, T )
2hc2

λ5
exp

(−hc

λkT

)

(17)

Where λ is the wavelength, h is Plank’s constant, k is Boltzmann’s constant, c is the speed of light in vacuo
and ε(λ, T ) is the emissivity of the surface. The insert surface is treated as a grey–body i.e. the emissivity
is constant.

T =

hc
k

(
1
λ1

− 1
λ2

)

ln
(

Bλ1(T )
Bλ2(T )

λ5

1

λ5

2

) (18)

The temperature was computed for all possible combinations of intensity wavelength pairs over a wavelength
range of λ ≈ 650nm to λ ≈ 900nm at intervals of 0.64nm using Eq. 18. These values are averaged to
produce an estimate of the insert surface temperature. The standard deviation calculated provides the
error associated with the measurement and is shown as the error bars on the figures below. The standard
deviations are small with typical values of ∼ 5% − 10%.

Wiens displacement law (Eq. 19) provides an alternative method for the calculation of the insert tem-
perature.

T =
2.898× 10−3

λmax
(19)

In order to determine the wavelength at which maximum emission intensity occurs Planks formula which
has the form of Eq. 20 is differentiated and the maxima located.

Bλ(T ) =
a

λ5
exp

(−b

λ

)

(20)

Where the coefficients a and b are dependent on the characteristics of the curve in question.

B′
λ(T ) = 0 −→ λmax =

b

5
(21)

b = ln
Bλ2(T )λ5

2

Bλ1(T )λ5
1

(

1
1
λ1

− 1
λ2

)

(22)

Intensity wavelength pairs were taken over a wavelength range of 650− 900nm in 50nm intervals to obtain
the value of b.

For wavelengths greater than ≈ 600nm thermal emissions may be identified as linear sections of plots of
the log of the intensity against the wavelength. The gradient of this line m = hc

kT may be used to determine
the temperature of the inserts surface.

IV. Results

A. Optical Emission Spectra and Line Identification

The plasma emits strongly in the near infrared region of the spectrum for both continuum and discrete
radiation. Few discrete spectral lines were observed in the ultra violet and visual regions of the spectrum
as shown in Fig. 3 – Fig. 5. Spectral lines observed at longer wavelengths are expected to display higher
intensities than those at shorter wavelengths. Eq. 23 relates the transition probability A(p, q) to the line
strength S (in a.u.) and the wavelength of the transition.7 It can be seen that for a given transition
probability the line strength is proportional to the wavelength cubed.

A(p, q) =
64π4

3hg(q)λ3
S (23)
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The transition probability typically increases as wavelength increases but is dependent on the line in question.
The spectral lines observed in the near infra red region of the spectrum are in most cases the result of same
n (principal quantum number) transitions that correspond to lower energy interactions. Spectral lines in the
ultra violet and visual wavelength range occur as a consequence of higher energy excitations that correspond
to jumps in the quantum number n. The free electrons within the HC internal plasma may not possess
sufficient energy to produce these transitions.

Figure 3. Argon optical emission spectra with ṁ = 1.1mgs−1 and IA = 2.0A, corrected for continuum radiation

Figure 4. Krypton spectra from the furthest downstream position for ṁ = 1.0mgs−1 and IA = 2.0A, corrected
for continuum radiation.

The observed discrete spectral lines have peak intensities that occur at the wavelengths displayed by
the spectrograph (λobs). The spectral lines are assigned accepted wavelengths that correspond to transitions
between specified atomic states. The uncertainty associated with spectral line identification is due to the error
associated with the spectrograph calibration and spectral resolution. In this case the spectral resolution is
1.7 nm. Spectral lines that are positively identified are assigned "P" in the line identification tables, tentative
identifications are assigned "T".
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Figure 5. Xenon spectra from the furthest downstream position for ṁ = 1.0mgs−1 and IA = 2.0A, corrected for
continuum radiation.

Table 1. Argon spectral line identification using NIST atomic spectra data base

Atomic Species λobs(nm) λ(nm) Relative Intensity Confidence

Ar I 896.65 896.2147 - P

Ar I 869.25 866.7943 4500 P

Ar I 853.94 852.1441 1500 P

Ar I 844.37 842.4647 20000 P

Ar I 842.46 840.8209 15000 P

Ar I 827.78 826.4521 10000 P

Ar I 813.09 811.5311 35000 P

Ar II - 801.7528 - -

Ar I 802.86 801.4785 25000 T

Ar I - 800.6156 20000 -

Ar I 795.83 794.8176 20000 P

Ar I - 772.4207 10000 -

Ar I 773.45 772.3760 15000 T

Ar I 764.49 763.5105 25000 P

Ar I - 751.4651 15000 -

Ar I 751.69 750.3868 20000 T

Ar I - 739.2980 20 -

Ar I 739.52 738.3980 10000 T

Ar II - 738.0423 20 -

Ar I 727.34 727.2935 2000 T

Ar I - 727.0664 7 -

Ar I 707.47 706.7217 10000 T

Ar I - 706.8735 100 -

Ar I 695.92 696.5430 10000 T

Ar I - 696.0205 7 -
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Table 2. Identified krypton spectral lines

Atomic Species λobs(nm) λ(nm) Relative Intensity Confidence

Kr I 894.74 892.8692 2000 P

Kr I 879.45 877.6748 6000 P

Kr I 852.67 850.8870 3000 P

Kr I 830.97 829.8107 5000 P

Kr II 820.11 820.270 200 -

Kr I - 819.0054 3000 T

Kr I 812.45 811.2899 6000 T

Kr I - 810.4364 4000 -

Kr I 807.34 805.9503 1500 P

Kr I 786.24 785.4821 800 P

Kr I 769.61 769.4538 1200 T

Kr I - 768.5244 1000 -

Kr I 760.65 760.1544 2000 P

Kr I 759.37 758.7411 1000 P

Kr I 524.73 520.832 500 T

Kr II 469.16 468.0406 500 P

Kr IV 395.97 393.429 5 P

Kr II 272.48 271.240 80w P

Table 3. Xenon spectral line identification

Atomic Species λobs(nm) λ(nm) Relative Intensity Confidence

Xe I 896.65 895.225 1000 P

Xe I 883.27 881.941 5000 P

Xe I 863.51 864.854 250 P

Xe I 829.05 828.0116 7000 P

Xe I 823.94 823.1635 10000 P

Xe I 818.20 817.102 100 P

Xe I 806.70 806.134 150 T

Xe I - 805.726 200

Xe II 716.45 716.483 500 P

Xe I 657.40 659.556 100

Xe II - 659.501 1000 T

Xe II 546.03 546.039 400 T

Xe I - 545.045 200

Xe II 527.96 526.195 500 T

Xe II - 526.044 500

Xe I 481.44 480.702 500 P

Xe III 470.45 472.360 30

Xe III - 468.357 60 T

Xe III 326.41 326.898 80 P
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B. Plasma Parameters

The electron temperature was determined using the LTE and CR Boltzmann plot methods. The CR Te

values were used in conjunction with Eq. 6 to determine the electron number density for the case of argon
and krypton propellants, the LTE Te was used for xenon. The criterion stated by Eqs. 7 and 11 were used
to classify the plasma regimes adhered to by each inert gas propellant. There are no CR results for xenon as
the modified Saha equation reduces to the LTE case at high density, therefore the results obtained for xenon
using the CR model are equivalent to the LTE values. The ionisation fractions αion, were determined using
Eq. 13 with the intensity of ionised species occuring at the following wavelengths; λ = 716.483nm for xenon
and λ = 469.041nm for krypon, an ion fraction of 5% was assumed for the argon discharge as no ionised
species were positively idenitifed.

Table 4. Plasma parameter results for mass flow rates of 1mgs−1.

Propellant IA (A) LTE Te (eV ) CR Te (eV ) αion (%) ne (cm−3) Regime

Argon 2.0 0.903± 0.17 0.628± 0.011 - 7.47× 1010 CO

5.0 0.588± 0.11 0.465± 0.017 - 3.21× 106 CO

10.0 0.426± 0.065 0.244± 0.032 - 3.74× 10−9 CO

Krypton 2.0 0.575± 0.018 0.612± 0.010 10 4.45× 1011 CR

5.0 0.661± 0.024 0.665± 0.018 6 5.46× 1012 CR

10.0 0.689± 0.034 0.647± 0.0084 8 2.21× 1012 CR

Xenon 2.0 0.666± 0.0053 - 9 9.13× 1013 CR

5.0 0.788± 0.018 - 7 3.73× 1015 LTE

10.0 0.691± 0.015 - 6 2.97× 1014 CR

The ratio of bremsstrahlung radiation yielded Te values that compare well to those obtained using line
intensities. For an argon discharge with IA = 10.0A, Te = 0.491eV with a correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.894
within Te = 0.065eV of the LTE value. However, due to the subjective nature of the identification of
bremsstrahlung emission, repeatability of the results obtained are questionable.

Table 4 shows that increasing the atomic mass of the propellant gas results in an increase in electron
density with the argon plasma conforming to the low density corona regime for all anode currents while
krypton and xenon plasmas typically lie within the collisional radiative regime. The argon results for electron
temperature and density decrease as anode current increases but for the higher mass propellants no strong
dependence on current is displayed.

C. Thermal Characteristion

Figs. 6 and 7 show the theoretical spectral distributions for krypton and xenon plasmas respectively. Lower
temperature plasmas produce higher intensity continuum radiation. Increasing mass flow rate causes an
increase in thermal emissions. The insert temperature determined using the gradient of logarithmic plots
for IA = 10.0A has been included in Figs. 8 – 12. All methods for the determination of insert temperature
show good agreement.

The HC plasma temperature differs from the insert surface temperature by 10 − 20%,8 therefore the
insert temperature may be approximated by the temperature of a laminar flow through a cylindrical tube
at pressure PC with radius r (see Eq. 24).

PC =
ṁ

πr2

(
RT

γmA

) 1

2

(24)

Where mA is the atomic mass, γ is the ratio of specific heats and R is the universal gas constant. The
insert temperature shows a stronger dependence on mass flow rate at lower anode current. Operating at
high current results in a reduction in the observed temperature difference with changing mass flow rate.
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Figure 8. Comparison of temperature results obtained using different techniques for argon propellant ṁ =

1.1mgs−1
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Figure 9. Comparison of temperature results obtained using different techniques for krypton propellant
ṁ = 1.0mgs−1

Figure 10. Comparison of temperature results obtained using different techniques for krypton propellant
ṁ = 3.0mgs−1

Figure 11. Comparison of temperature results obtained using different techniques for xenon propellant ṁ =

1.0mgs−1
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Figure 12. Comparison of temperature results obtained using different techniques for xenon propellant ṁ =

3.0mgs−1

The insert temperature shows a strong dependence on anode current. Increasing discharge current in-
creases the discharge power which, increases the energy to the plasma which is transfered to the HC insert.
Increasing current increases the contribution of Joule / Ohmic heating to the insert temperature.

V. Discussion

A. Comparison of Optical Emission Spectra

The spectra recorded by Rudwan from an external vantage point shows intense discrete lines in the visual
region of the spectrum with no highly defined high intensity spectral lines recorded for wavelengths shorter
than λ ∼ 400nm.3 The spectra recorded by Malik et. al. from the rear of the HC show discrete lines of
similar intensities in the UV and visual regions,2 neither Rudwan or Malik collected spectra extending to
the infra red region of the spectrum. On comparing the spectra of Fig. 13 with that of Fig. 5 it is evident
that the plasma produced in the insert region does not produce intense spectral lines in the visual region of
the spectrum. The interactions responsible for these lines may occur within the orifice or the inter electrode
space between the HC and keeper. The spectra shown in Fig. 13 also show discrete lines due to transitions
of contaminant species. The barium line Ba II λ = 455.403nm was identified tentatively in Ref.3 Malik et.
al. observed Ba II λ = 192.47nm, Al I λ = 237.33nm, O II λ = 253.03nm. These species were outside of
the spectral range of the current investigation and their relative intensities are low meaning that they may
be difficult to identify due to low signal to noise ratios.2

There are no experimental spectra available for comparison with the HC internal plasma in the near
infrared region of the spectrum. Theoretical spectra provided by the NIST database for an argon plasma
shows good agreement with the spectra shown in Fig. 3.9 The observed relative intensities are comparable
and both spectra are dominated by the transitions of neutral species which, account for 98% of the spectral
lines.

B. Discussion of Plasma Parameters

The plasma parameters calculated by Malik et. al and Rudawn show good agreement.2, 3 Malik calculated
an electron temperature of Te = 1.1eV using the ratio of bremsstrahlung radiation for a xenon discharge
with ṁ = 1.27mgs−1 and ne ∼ 1014cm−3. Rudwan completed an extensive study on the HC internal plasma
using a variety of inert gas propellants, the plasma parameter results are summarised in Table 5.

The electron number densities determined by Rudwan are orders of magnitude greater that calculated
in this investigation, for the HC operating on xenon propellant ne is two orders of magnitude greater than
the value obtained by Malik. The high electron densities achieved by Rudwan may be explained by the
fact that a HC with an enclosed keeper was used. It has been stated that the use of an enclosed keeper
increases electron emission by up to 70%.10 Theoretical calculations performed for the neutraliser of NASA’s
Solar Electric Propulsion Readiness Application (NSTAR) ion thruster showed that a third of electrons are
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Figure 13. Comparison of the spectra recorded by Rudwan with ṁ = 1.0mgs−1, ID = 5.0A (top) and Malik
(bottom)

Figure 14. Theoretical argon spectra
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generated by ionisation in the orifice.11 By correcting Rudwan’s ne value for increased electron production
due the enclosed keeper and orifice production, a revised value of ne = 5.41 × 1015cm−3 is obtained that
compares well with ne = 3.73 × 1015cm−3, but with decreasing atomic mass the differences in electron
emission become greater.

Table 5. Summary of plasma parameter results obtained for a T6 HC with enclosed keeper in plume mode with
IA = 5A and ṁ = 1.0mgs−13 compared to results of the current investigation.Argon results have ṁ = 1.1mgs−1

for the current investigation

Rudwan Plasma Parameters Current Investigation

Propellant Te (eV ) ne (cm−3) Te (eV ) ne (cm−3)

Argon 1.12± 0.05 3.10× 1014 0.465± 0.0017 1.61× 106

Krypton 1.19± 0.14 4.20× 1015 0.665± 0.018 5.46× 1012

Xenon 1.05± 0.17 1.38× 1016 0.788± 0.024 3.73× 1015

As with the electron number density the difference between Te determined in this investigation and that
of Ref. 3 increases with decreasing atomic mass. These results indicate that the significance of processes oc-
curring within the orifice and inter electrode space between the cathode and keeper becomes more important
for the lighter inert gas propellants.

The electron temperature shows a dependence on the atomic mass of the HCs propellant gas whilst
showing little dependence on discharge current. The Te values calculated using line intensity ratio methods
shows a dependence on the atomic mass mA which, has the form Te = 0.09

√
mA with R2 = 0.996. On

considering the electron ion collision cross sections for various inert gas plasmas it is evident that the
collision frequency increases with decreasing atomic mass.12 This is supported by the fact that increasing
the atomic mass of the propellant gas causes increased electron shielding of the positive nucleus of the
heavy particles. Increased shielding causes a decrease in the Coloumb attraction between electrons and the

constituent particles of the plasma, resulting in a decreased collision frequency. As νei ∝ T
−3/2
e decreasing

the collision frequency increases Te (see Eq. 25).

νei =
4πne ln Λe4

3
√

me(kTe)
3

2

(25)

C. Insert Temperature and HC Lifetime

The main limiting factor for HC lifetime is barium depletion.13 The rate of Ba depletion is dependent on
the operating temperature of the HC, therefore the optimisation of temperature with desired charge current
is required for long life. Investigations relating lifetime t in hours, to temperature and the depleted depth
of barium lBa, demonstrate that Ba loss occurs via simple diffusion through the pores with a Arrhenius a

dependence on temperature.14, 15

ln tref =
eEevap

kT
+ A1 (26)

Previous investigations into Ba depletion show that the loss of Ba is the same for the same types of im-
pregnates, therefore the value of the constant A1 may be obtained from data in literature14 for the case of
a 100µm depleted depth, A1 = 15.5.16 The activation energy required for the vaporisation of barium 411
impregnates, Eevap = 3.0eV .

lBa = A
√

t −→ t = tref

(
lBa

lBaref

)2

(27)

The reference depleted depth is taken to be lBaref = 100µm and the reference time tref is the time taken
for Ba reserves to deplete to a depth of 100µm within the pore. Increasing the pore depth by an order of
magnitude produces an increase in lifetime of two orders of magnitude while decreasing the temperature by
50o doubles the lifetime. For a HC insert temperature of 1400K a lifetime of 300, 000hrs is attainable with

aThe Arrhenius Equation relates reaction rates, k to temperature, k = Ae
E

RT
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pore depths of 500µm, this is well above the suggested lifetime of 50, 000hrs required for the Prometheus b

project for missions to the outer planets.

VI. Conclusion

A modified HC has been successfully tested using a variety of inert gas propellants over a range of discharge
currents from ID = 2.5 to ID = 15.5A. The electron temperature determined using two independent
methods, Boltzmann plot methods and the ratio of continuum radiation show good agreement. The electron
temperature displays square root dependence on the atomic mass of the propellant gas. The electron number
density calculated using the Saha equation shows a wide variation with propellant gas particularly for argon
due to the exponential dependence on electron temperature. The classification of the internal plasma shows
that an argon discharge conforms to the corona regime whilst krypton plasmas conform to the CR regime
and the xenon discharge may be in either the CR or LTE regimes depending on the electron temperature.
The insert temperature varies from 600K to 1700K depending on operating parameters. The observed
temperatures indicate that HC lifetimes are sufficient for missions requiring lifetimes in excess of 100, 000hrs

providing that high current operation is avoided and alternative end of life mechanisms do not occur.
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